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Abstract: Wireless Sensor Network is the latest research field in the world of computer network as it contains different varieties of real 
time applications. In the wireless sensor network, the data collection, detection, data process as well as transmissions to the user is done 
by a small, entity sensor nodes functional in a remote area of a wireless sensor network. It has some key features like high aggregation 
rate, reliable data aggregation and transmission, reduced number of messages for setting up a routing tree, maximized number of 
overlapping routes Due to the nodes mobility, the network changes dynamically were nodes add as well as removed. In this paper we 
approach a data aggregation in wireless sensor network with the help of geographical based multipath routing. Here selection of routing 
path is done by using geographical distances which is useful to get better energy efficient packets which is travel over smaller distances 
towards the sink node. Multipath routing guaranteed that the path is reliable and in the case of failure of one path other paths are 
always available. At cluster head the data is aggregated and this data forwarded towards the sink. Temporal relation is also considered 
while sending data packets from every node to the sink node. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Federation of electronics pasture, information technology is 
nothing but a wireless sensor network (WSN). It is spatially 
dispersed in individual devices that professionally sense 
physical or environmental conditions like sound, pressure, 
vibration, motion at different places etc [2]. The equation 
Sensing + CPU + Radio = Thousands of real time 
applications is based on the idea of WSN. With the help of 
radio frequency channel (RF) the sensor node which is small 
in size and present in WSN, gatherer the data, and process it 
at the time of comminuting with other nodes in the network. 
Routing is nothing but the process of formative path among 
source and destination for data transmission. In this paper, 
we approach a data aggregation in network by implementing 
spatial based routing. Recharging sensor node is usually 
unfeasible due to the node deployment. That’s why in 
wireless sensor network, the energy saving is one of the 
significant intend matter [3]. Also, power expenditure of 
sensors controlled by data transmission and reception. To 
prolong the lifetime of network should be required efficient 
energy and this is obtained by the scheming the routing 
protocol. Furthermore WSNs are a data ambitious network 
that generally manufactures big quantity of information that 
required to be routed frequently in a multihop fashion, 
towards the sink node. The data aggregation is one of the 
effectual techniques for saving energy in WSNs. Data in-
network routing proposes for with obtainable dispensation 
ability transported by the intermediate sensor nodes along the 
routing paths. In this paper we approach a Geographical 
based multipath routing for in-network data aggregation in 
WSNs. The superfluous data are mislaid in data aggregation 
and it leads to minimize the communication cost. Which are 
further clues to find out the shortest multipath geographical 
based routing towards the sink node. [1] The routing 
principle that trusts on geographic position information is 

nothing but a geographical routing. In 1980s, for routing by 
using position information idea are firstly proposed in the 
packet area networks. The own location is determined by the 
each node and the source is must be aware about the 
destination location is the requirement of a geographic 
routing [4].  
 
How to give guarantee of the delivering the sense data even 
after interruption in communications and nodes failures are 
the main challenge in the routing algorithm. It is also become 
more critical when along with routing paths packets with 
aggregated data contains information from sources data 
aggregation is performed. If the packet is lost, a considerable 
amount of information also is lost. High aggregation rate, a 
reduced number of messages for setting up a routing tree, a 
reliable data transmission, and a reliable data transmission 
are the characteristics present in the data aggregation routing 
protocol, in the WSN context. We have also considered 
temporal relation while sending data packets towards the sink 
node. 
 
2. Related Work 
 
In the literature [1], [2] found a few approaches regarding the 
situation of Wireless Sensor Network, were data in-network 
routing mentions to the dissimilar habits that intermediate 
nodes forwarded data packets to the sink node. 
 
2.1 Tree Structure Approaches 
 

The hierarchical association of nodes in the network is found 
in the tree structure. The node election is depend on the tree 
structure aggregation point works and followed preferred 
direction. When two or more than two data packets reach at 
the same node of a tree at that time routing of data 
aggregation is performed. Here this node aggregates its own 
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data with all receivers’ data and forwarded only one packet to 
its neighbors which is lower in the tree structure. If the 
packet is lost at a convinced level of a tree the data from the 
whole sub tree will also be lost as well due to the channel 
impairments. The traditional tree based protocol built the 
shortest path routing tree (SPT). The nodes reported its 
information with the help of shortest path to the sink node at 
the time of event detection [11], [9], [5].  
 

The tree structure advantages are, 
 Network use hierarchical association. 
 Firstly create tree structure and then decided either respond 

to the query sent or route the gathered data by the sink 
node [13], [14]. 

 
The tree structure disadvantages are, 
 Needs device for tolerance of fault to dependability 

forwarded data packets towards the sink node. 
 Due to the channel impairments or technical problem, if 

the data lost at convinced level of the tree then whole data 
from the sub tree also be lost. 

 
2.2  Clusters Structure based approaches 
 
Here also nodes organized in hierarchical manner in the 
network in this approach. Were cluster are formed by 
dividing nodes partially. Here cluster head noting but a 
special node elected from the cluster which have high 
computing power and aggregated data and use to forward the 
result of such aggregation towards the sink node. Here the 
election of cluster head is done on the base of distance from 
the sink node. The nodes which is closer to the sink node 
elected as a cluster node. Gathering information from the 
remaining nodes and forwarding those gather data towards 
the sink node are the responsibilities of the cluster head [1], 
[6]. 
 
In the next section we proposed an algorithm which is used 
in the data aggregation with geographical base routing 
algorithm in the network. In this literature also found a 
Spatial-temporal correlation. Here this algorithm selects the 
cluster heads are selected on the basis of the spatial 
correlation of the nodes in wireless sensor network and the 
residual power of each node. Where, these cluster-head nodes 
broadcast their status to other nodes in the network. Here 
each node decided that which cluster it want to belong and 
joint that particular cluster. And after that the each cluster 
head aggregate the data acquire by the nodes and forwarded 
towards the base station. 
 
Our simulation result clearly shows that our approach 
algorithm is clever to dispense energy indulgence evenly 
throughout the sensor nodes and prolong or increase the 
lifetime of the whole network effectively [6], [7], and [8]. 
 
3 System Architecture 

 
Projecting a system architecture which is creating a 
geographical based multipath routing for in network 
aggregation in WSNs are our main goal. Our system 
architecture has different phases which are describe here. 
 

 
Figure 1: A geographical based multipath routing for in 

network aggregation in WSNs system architecture 
 

3.1 Multipath Routing Table Creation 
 
The multipath routes are created from the source node at the 
time of event detection, in the context of WSN. With the help 
of distance vector routing a multipath routing table is created. 
On the basis of geographical distances which recover the 
energy efficiency as packets portable over lesser distance, the 
routing path is selected. This provides the all possible path 
from the source node. Multipath routing gives guarantee that 
paths are trustworthy and in case if one path is failure then 
other path is always obtainable [15]. Once the paths are 
created the shortest path is chosen which the summation of 
all node distances for the given path. The distance between 
two node is calculated as a Euclidian distance.  
 
It is the routing technique of using multiple alternative paths 
through a network, which can be yield a variety of benefits 
such as increased bandwidth, fault tolerance, or improved 
security.  
 
3.2 Cluster Creation and Cluster Head Selection  
 
The nodes which are closer to the sink node are selected as a 
cluster head in this approach. The cluster head which is 
nothing but a coordinator is elected on the basis of closest to 
the base station at the time of event detection through the one 
or more than one nodes. Otherwise the coordinator is elected 
that is closest to an already established path. Forwarding the 
data packets towards the sink node are responsibilities of a 
cluster head. It is also have a high computation power and 
residual energy. Here only one node is selected as 
coordinators that means leader and remaining nodes will be 
preserved as a collaborators. The coordinator gathers the 
information collected by the collaborators and sends them to 
the sink. 
 
3.3  Geographical based routing  

 
The method to transport a message to a node in a network is 
called as geometric routing. It is also called as location based 
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routing. Routing decision is based on multipath routing table 
created by distance vector routing. Cluster head aggregate the 
data and forward that data towards the sink node. It is used 
multiple paths which is created with the help of distance 
vector routing and as a Euclidean distance calculates the 
distance among the two nodes and also on the base of its 
distance the next nodes are selected that is the shortest 
distance node is selected [10]. Every path created using 
multipath routing are calculated by cluster head and from this 
selected path, cluster head select the path which have shortest 
path to the sink [11]. Based on the location of sensor nodes, 
the routing is performed. Using distance vector routing, it 
select the best route according to the selection of multipath 
routing table for every node n. Multipath routing which is 
based on geographical safeguards that paths are reliable and 
in case one path is failure then there is always present the 
another path and data is aggregated by the cluster head and 
forwarded that data to the sink. 

 
3.4 Performance Evaluation  
 
Based on the following factors our approach shows the 
algorithm performance 
 Whole distance saved 
 Dependable data aggregation 
 Total aggregation 
 Communication Cost 
 Loss of aggregated data if any  
 Total energy saved 

 
1. Whole distance saved : 

Forwarding a data packets completed the lesser distance 
to the sink node is the main propose of our paper. Based 
on the total aggregation the performance is evaluated. 

 
2. Dependable Data Aggregation: 

Failures of intermediate node in the network, channel 
impairments, failure of path in the network etc are the 
several potentials that the data packets may loss. 
Multipath routing give guarantee that paths are 
trustworthy and cluster head aggregate the data and if 
there is failed the one path at that time there is always 
present the another path. 

 
3. Total Aaggregation: 

Based on the total aggregation, performance is evaluated. 
There are chances of packet loss because of the channel 
impairments. 

 
4. Communication Cost:  

Extra the communication cost cause the climbable 
system, at the time of measuring the performance 
communication cost should be abridged. 

 
5. Loss of Aggregated Data if any: 

It is one of the most significant presentation events 
completed the network. It is nothing but an amount of 
data lost at the time of routing. 

 
6. Total Energy Saved: 

The saving the energy of sensor nodes is the result of data 
packets forwarded over the lesser distance. 

 

3.5 Mathematical Model 
 

Problem Definition: 
Formation of geographic routing for in network aggregation 
in wireless sensor network. 
Mathematical model project: 

 
Let N be the total number of wireless sensor,  
Let ni be the single sensor node 
Where i= {1, 2… N} 
Let Pi = {p1, p2, p3, p4 …pmi} be the set m multiple paths for 
node n towards sink S.  

Let ),(
ii al CC  be the set of co-ordinates of 

node n .  

Let ),(
ss al CC be the set of coordinates of sink, 

S.  
 
We express our problematic as from any node n, to Sink S, 
aggregate the packets after any event and with the help of 
geographic routing find the shortest path to sink S.  
 
3.6 Algorithm 

 
Step1: With the help of distance vector routing, generate the 
multipath routing table for every node n. 
 
Step2: Election of cluster head 
The node which has highest outstanding energy will be 
elected as a cluster head and all remaining nodes in the 
cluster forwarded data towards the cluster head. 
 
Step3: the multiple path which are generated in Step1 are 
taken by the cluster head to calculate the distance among 
two nodes using the equation 

22
21 )()(),(

2121 aall ccccnnC   

 
Where, 
C (n1, n2) is the distance between two nodes. And 

),(&),(
2111 alal ccCccC

 
Are coordinates of node n1, n2 respectively. 
The total distance for every path Pi is calculated by using the 
equation 
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Where, K is the total number of nodes in path ip .  

Step4: After that the path which have shortest distance to the 
sink, is selected by the cluster head.  
  
4 Implementation Details  
 
The proposed application is implemented in the following 
environment  
 
4.1.1 Modules 
 Simulation Set: The application is implemented with the 

help of java language. Jung libraries are used for the 
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network topology. For generating the sensor nodes and 
networks the Jung libraries are used.  

 Network: In the proposed, we built a network system 
were nodes are organized in a hierarchical structure used 
for implementation and simulation. These nodes are 
dynamically loaded.  

 
There are mainly modules of the proposed system. The 
introductions of these four modules are as follows: 
1) Build Graph: 

Were nodes are organized as hierarchical organization in 
the network. These nodes are dynamically loaded. The 
nodes are created by using the Jung libraries. These 
nodes are sends the data from source to destination.  

2) Get Multiple Path: 
Here, with the help of geographical routing, the shortest 
path is found which is used by a cluster head to transfer 
the data to the sink node. The multiple paths are created 
from source node to the sink node, based on the 
Euclidian distance between nodes shortest path is 
selected which is having lesser distance to the sink node.  

3) Clustering: 
Here, cluster formation process is done, were each node 
determined that in which cluster it have to joint and 
joined the cluster. Here also the node which have highest 
residual energy and closer to the sink node elected as a 
cluster head. It also calculates the distance between two 
nodes. The remaining node which called as a collaborator 
forwarded there data to the cluster head and cluster head 
aggregate this data with its own data. 

4) Send Data: 
Here, the cluster head select the shortest path from the set 
of path generated by the multipath routing table and the 
send the data to the sink node from the selected shortest 
path.  

 
4.1.2 Hardware Requirement 
 Hard disk : 80 GB 
 RAM : 512 MB 
  Processor : Intel Pentium4 or above 

 
4.1.3 Software Requirements 
A. JAVA 
The technology used for designing and implementation of 
this project is java as a coding language. We use the vector 
class for implementing the algorithm. The Vector class 
implements a grow able array of objects. Like an array, it 
contains components that can be accessed using an integer 
index. However, the size of a Vector can grow or shrink as 
needed to accommodate adding and removing items after the 
Vector has been created. Each vector tries to optimize 
storage management by maintaining a capacity and a 
capacity Increment. The capacity is always at least as large 
as the vector size; it is usually larger because as components 
are added to the vector, the vector's storage increases in 
chunks the size of capacity Increment. An application can 
increase the capacity of a vector before inserting a large 
number of components; this reduces the amount of 
incremental reallocation. For the GUI designing uses the 
swing class. For designing frames used jLabel, 
jTextFeildInputFile, jButtonBrows, jScrolPane, jButton 
object are used. 

 

As for implementation of the coding we use Java, and we 
know that java is a platform independent language. Platform 
independent mean the software or the program or the 
application we can run on any operating system without 
making any changes. For the security purpose many medical 
firms use Linux for the security from the viruses hence this 
application can be run on any platform without making any 
changes. Only java is installed in the system, with NetBeans. 
 
JDK 1.7 
Here we use 1.7 version of jdk. The Java Development Kit is 
used for developing the java applications and applets. It is 
one of the software development environments. It contains 
jar, compiler, java runtime environment, interpreter, loader, 
documentation generator and other tools which is required 
for java development. 

 
B. NetBeans IDE 
NetBeans IDE are installed for implementing the java code. 
NetBeans is an integrated development environment (IDE) 
for developing primarily with Java, but also with other 
languages, in particular PHP, C/C++, and HTML5. It is also 
an application platform framework for Java desktop 
applications and others. The NetBeans IDE is written in Java 
and can run on Windows, OS X, Linux, Solaris and other 
platforms supporting a compatible JVM. 

 
C. Jung Tool and Library for Forming Networks on the 

Frame. 
Java Universal Network/Graph Framework is a software 
library, which is used for visualization, analysis the data 
which is represented as a graph or network. It is written in 
java. It is used to design directed or undirected graph, graph 
with parallel edges, multi-model graph etc. It also 
implements number of algorithms of graph theory, data 
mining, social network analysis such as optimization, 
decomposition, random graph generation, flows, etc. it is 
designed for to support the variety of representations of 
entities and their relations. It is also provide a visualization 
framework that makes it easy to construct the tools for the 
interactive exploration of network data. It is an open-source 
library; JUNG provides a common framework for 
graph/network analysis and visualization.  
 
4.1.4 Network Model 
In the proposed network model, here we form a tree network 
model in which contain root node which is also called as 
parent node and next is child node. The end nodes also 
called as leaf nodes. In tree network model contains 
different levels like level 1; level 2, etc depend on network 
model. In network may contain nodes which are denoted as 
a router, hubs, switches etc in the network. It also contains 
edges which are represented as a link in a network model. 
This network model is dynamically loaded and also we 
assign a weight to the each edge. 

 
4.1.5 Simulation  
After building tree, we enter a sink node. After that we get a 
shortest path which is generated by the multipath routing 
table. And it is used by the cluster head to forward the data 
towards the sink. Next, we enter the name of the cluster 
node. After entering the cluster node the cluster will be 
form. In which contain cluster head which is elected on the 
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basis of highest residual energy and which is closer to the 
sink node. And remaining nodes which are also called as 
cluster members. The cluster member forwarded there data 
to the cluster head and cluster head aggregates this data with 
own data and after that it calculate the distance between two 
nodes. The cluster head select the shortest path which is 
generated by the multipath router and send this aggregate 
data to the sink. This algorithm shows that this will be help 
in fast construction, effective energy and dependable WSN 
applications. And also shows that our approach solution 
gives outperformance in different situations and in different 
key characteristics needed by WSNs.  

 
5 Result  
 
Shortest path of node verses distance: Here, we show the 
result graph which gives shortest path of node from sink is 
calculated. For example Node 6 (N-6) having shortest path 
whose distance is 289 meters. Node 2 (N-2) is having 
shortest path whose shortest distance is 130 meters. Here 
euclidian distance is calculated between the nodes and 
finally multiple paths are created.  

 

 
Figure 2: Shortest Path of node vs Distance 

 
Comparative Graph for Shortest path of node Vs 
distance 
 
Here comparision is made between Cluster based approach 
by considering number of hops required and second 
approach is cluster based approach considering distance 
between two nodes.  

 

 
Figure 3: Comparative Graph for Shortest path of node Vs 

distance 
 
Shortest path for Cluster based approach with hop based 
routing in fig. 3 shows with the blue dotted line 
Shortest path from sink to 1 is [1, 0] distance=169 
Shortest path from sink to 8 is [8, 7, 1, 0] distance=474 
Shortest path from sink to 5 is [5, 6, 1, 0] distance=559 
Shortest path from sink to 6 is [6, 1, 0] distance=421 
Shortest path from sink to 3 is [3, 0] distance=162 
Shortest path from sink to 2 is [2, 0] distance=130 
Shortest path from sink to 9 is [9, 10, 6, 1, 0] distance=720 
Shortest path from sink to 4 is [4, 3, 0] distance=242 
Shortest path from sink to 10 is [10, 6, 1, 0] distance=611 
Shortest path from sink to 7 is [7, 1, 0] distance=332 

Shortest Path for Cluster based approach with distance based 
routing: shows with the red dotted line from fig. 3 

 
 
Here in the comparision graph we can see that Hop based 
routing requires more distance as compare to distance 
based routing. Node 1,Node2,Node3 and Node 4 requires 
same distance in both the cases whereas Node 5 requires 
559 meters distance from sink in cluster based approach 
with hop based routing , in cluster based approach with 
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distance based routing node 5 requires 404 meters distance, 
Node 6 requires (421 and 289) metersdistance , Node 7 
requires ( 332, 310) meters distance, Node 8 requires ( 474 
, 452) meters distance,Node 9 requires ( 720 ,588) meters 
distance and Node 10 requires ( 611 , 479 ) meters distance 
respective cases with hop based and distance based routing. 
Which shows distance based routing is more efficient for 
routing packet as data packets are travel over lesser 
distance as compared with the hop based routing. 
 

 Comparison with the Similar System 
 
Sr. No. Existing System Proposed System 

1. Cluster based approach 
without considering 
distance between nodes. 

Cluster based approach with 
consideration of geographical
location. 

2. Energy Consumption is 
comparatively high. 

Energy Consumption is low.

3. Hop based routing  Distance based routing 
4. Total distance is maximum Total distance is minimum 
5. Total time required is MoreTotal time required is less 

 
Comparative Graph of Node Vs Time: Here in fig. 4 
which shows comparision for time required for sending 
data packets in both cases ( Cluster based apprach with 
Hop based routing and Cluster based approach with 
distance based routing.  

 

 
Figure 4: Comparative graph of Node vs. Time 

 
i.e. Node 6 Requires ( 421 milliseconds shows with blue 
line) in tree based approach considering no. of hops & ( 
289 milliseconds shows with the green line ) in cluster 
based approach with distance based routing. Node 7 
requires ( 332 & 310) milliseconds, Node 4 requires ( 242 
& 242 ) milliseconds and Node 10 requires ( 611 & 479 ) 
milliseconds in both the cases , the result with graph shows 
that time required for sending data packet is less in cluster 
based approach with distance based routing.  
 

6 Conclusion  
 

In this paper, we have monitored the multipath routing 
which is based on the geographical distances, this helps in 
routing packets via shortest distance towards the sink node 
which results in saving of nodes energy. Moreover multipath 

routing helps in finding reliable and shortest path from a 
given set of paths. It is also used to verdict the trustworthy 
path from the present set of path. We have also compared it 
with the existing system. The contribution of the work is to 
design system architecture. We have also analyzed Time 
required for sending data packet from every node towards 
the sink. We believe that this will help in achieving fast, 
energy efficient, dependable and reliable WSN applications.  
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